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3M Mobile Interactive Solutions 
On-screen Privacy and Data Protection

Privacy for
netbooks, laptops and

desktop monitors



Any idea who’s been looking at your screen today? 
Did you know there is a four in five chance that someone, somewhere, will have been trying to
snatch a glance at your netbook, laptop or PC?*  
Thankfully, we have a fast, affordable solution that will help protect your data instantly, 
whichever electronic devices you’re using. 

Fit a 3M Privacy Filter, problem solved. Simple.

How do 3M Privacy Filters work? And which one is right for you?

3M Privacy Filters block out the view from either side of your screen without blurring or distortion, enabling you 

to safely continue viewing confidential data and personal files in public. 

There are two 3M privacy technologies to choose from: ‘Black’ or ‘Gold’. 

Our hard wearing black filters come in a choice of frameless and lightweight framed options. Whichever you

choose, all that potential snoopers are able to see is a black screen. 

Our new 3M Gold Privacy Filters, on the other hand, provide almost twice the level 

of effective privacy protection and a further 14% of clarity for you, the viewer.

Which means you see more clearly than ever, while on-lookers see nothing 

but a vibrant, reflective golden screen! 

Commuting and business travel; hot desking and open-plan office working; cafes, events, trade shows. In fact, wherever there are people, your data is at risk

Privacy
wherever you go

*Research commissioned by 3M UK PLC



Frameless filters. The fast, easy route to privacy
for netbooks, laptops and desktop monitors.

Flexible, fast protection!
n Ideal for netbooks and laptops as you can

close your computer with the filter 
still in place. 

n Filters are fixed to your computer by 
discreet tabs or self-adhesive pads – 
whatever suits your workstyle best.

n Want to show data to friends or colleagues? 
Just slide the filter up to resume normal 
viewing. It’s that simple.

New 3MTM Gold Privacy Filters.
You view your data more clearly than ever...
they see nothing but a vibrant, reflective 
golden screen! 

Go for Gold!
n Greater on-screen security than ever!

n Privacy not only works from the sides, 
but also from above.

n Narrower visible viewing angles.

n Sharper, more immediate viewing ‘cut-off’ 
provides nearly twice the effective privacy  
of standard 3M ‘black’ filters.

n Mirror-like reflective effect provides an
obvious privacy warning to onlookers.

n Enhanced on-screen clarity for users –
14% higher viewing clarity than 
3M black filters.



New Lightweight 300 Series Framed Privacy Filters.
Secure privacy with reduced glare and reflection built in!

Privacy plus!
n Frame design deters unauthorised removal 

– ideal for public buildings and other 
high risk locations. 

n Reduces screen glare and reflections 
more than 98% for more 
comfortable viewing.

n Optically clear with greater than 
or equal to 92% clarity.

n 3M™ Command™ Strips hold filters 
firmly in place yet allow them to be 
removed cleanly.

3M Privacy Filters.
Reassuring on-screen security,
whatever type of computer you’re using, 
wherever you choose to use it. 
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Find the filter for you at www.3m.com/uk/privacyfilters
or contact us on 01234 229 695 for further information




